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Product Refunds and CU Exposure Risks
Recently, CEO Pete Hilger discussed how credit unions active in indirect
auto lending may be at risk due to ancillary products and the refund process
(you can watch the NAFCU webinar on-demand here).
In this NAFCU Services article, the conversation continues with 4 important
questions sharing 4 key takeaways for the changing regulatory landscape.
1. What products are considered refundable?
2. What does the regulatory landscape look like?
3. What key stakeholders are involved?
4. How can credit unions begin to mitigate risk?

6 Risk Management Tactics for
Credit Unions

Risk Checklist: Mitigating
Collateral Risk

While there is a lot to be
optimistic about in 2021, it’s
important credit unions take
realistic precautions. In
CUInsight we highlight strategic
tools to put in place.

Establishing accurate, detailed,
and compliant collection and
recovery policies can greatly
reduce your risk exposure. This
checklist shares a list of steps
to take to help prevent losses.

Mortgage Compliance in a
Rapidly Changing Servicing
Environment

Allied Solutions Earns Center of
Excellence Recognition from
Benchmark Portal

“Be prepared. Let’s use this
[pandemic] as an opportunity to
look at the next time there is a
major service disruption, how
will we as an industry be more
prepared to tackle it.” Our blog
highlights a recent MBA
webinar.

Allied Solutions received
certification as a Center of
Excellence by BenchmarkPortal
for the sixth consecutive year.
This recognition is one of the
most prestigious awards in the
customer service and support
industry.

Join our next NAFCU Webinar!
Driving Auto Loan Success: 3 Risk Challenges Credit Unions are Facing
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